Case Study

IT SALES TEAM INCREASES
PRODUCTIVITY AND CALL
STATS BY 15% WITH AKIXI
Symec is a Bristol-based technology reseller which has built its business around the total
lifecycle management of business mobility deployments. Overall, Symec manages over
130,000 mobile devices and 7,000 active connections across voice and data SIMs.
The company’s core offering is being continually enhanced through its ongoing development of a suite of
software and apps that enable clients to manage their mobile technology through management information
(MI), predictive analytics and artificial intelligence (AI).

The challenge
Most recently, Symec has expanded its portfolio to
include telephony, unified communications (UC) and
connectivity solutions which in turn has opened up
the opportunity for the company to add additional
value to existing customers.
Having used its core technologies to help
organisations improve their communications and
productivity, Symec wanted to deploy similar methods
of management especially analytics, both internally
for its own operations and for its customers when it
came to telephony, connectivity and UC.

A catalyst for this new deployment proved to be
Symec’s move to a new, larger office location for its
growing 70-strong workforce.
With three established and distinct sales teams
comprising 15 individuals, Symec found itself unable
to accurately monitor internal sales telephone activity.
As the company drove forward with its ambitious
growth strategy it became clear that a call monitoring
and management system was required to measure
performance against critical Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) needed on a daily, weekly and
monthly basis.

Symec had already replaced its old legacy telephone
system with Horizon, Gamma’s cloud-based hosted
telephony solution, which gave the company greater
flexibility in terms of scalability and predictable
monthly costs based upon the number of users.
Therefore, a call management solution using a similar
cloud-based deployment model – one that was
scalable and with comprehensive reporting features
that could be customised to their exact requirements
whilst also being fully integrated with their new
telephony system – would make eminent sense.
The company’s selection of Akixi 1000, an application
with more than 1000 operational integrations
with Horizon, seemed the obvious choice of call
management solution.

The results
Lesley-Anne Hawkins, Partner Channel Manager at
Symec, commented, “We hire incredibly talented sales
individuals who naturally have a highly competitive
streak in them. Since implementing Akixi, I would
say our productivity, call stats and talk time have
improved by 15%. The call stats have increased, talk
time has expanded, and more conversations are now
taking place which is of course leading to more sales
and opportunities for our partners. At the same time,
our productivity has increased at a phenomenal pace
and has made a really positive impact on the team.”
Symec has two Akixi wallboards displayed that
provide an invaluable and motivational at a glance
picture of all the sales team KPIs.
“These wallboards are the ‘hidden treasure’ of the
Akixi solution,” says Lesley-Anne Hawkins.

“No self-respecting sales person wants to be at the
bottom of a leader board based on their call statistics
or any other metric. The display wallboards are
therefore impacting their performance in a highly
positive manner as the sales team members look to
see where they are positioned.
From a management perspective Akixi has taken
out the ‘guesswork and approximations’ previously
assumed in our sales performances.
Now, all call data and information from our
sales teams is gathered automatically and our
management reports accurately show any aspect
of the sales operation at the click of a mouse. This
means the Sales Director and Managing Director can
see how we are doing at any given point of the day,
week or month.
The customer and partner impact is palpable as they
see and feel the buzz in the open plan office when
they visit us. Partners are really interested in qualified
leads and Akixi is really effective at supporting the
strategic campaigns we run on behalf of clients, as we
can show the Return on Investment (ROI) by drilling
down on our call statistics.”
Grant Milthorpe, the Academy Sales Team Leader,
commented, “Since installing Akixi 1000, monitoring
my sales team’s activity on the phones and creating
achievable KPIs are now not such a challenging
task. We have two wallboard screens visible on the
sales floor and with such a competitive sales team,
motivation is high.”
Lesley-Anne concluded, “As a growing business
we need to drive sales across all of our business
operations and at the same time provide our partners
with excellent service and qualified sales leads.”

AKIXI HAS TAKEN OUT THE ‘GUESSWORK AND APPROXIMATIONS’ PREVIOUSLY
ASSUMED IN OUR SALES PERFORMANCES.
Lesley-Anne Hawkins, Partner Channel Manager – Symec

Get in touch
You can find more at www.akixi.com
or contact our team who will be happy to help:
+44 (0)1293 853060
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